
Optimize
your Harvest

P I X O F A R M . C O M



Who we are

Yield 
monitoring

Harvest management

Logistics

Marketing & Sales

Orchard management

Inventory management

We provide yield monitoring and estimation 
data for fruit producers around the world

We increase the efficiency of the whole fruit 
production value chain  

We empower fruit producers worldwide to 
assure sustainable production



Winner of the 

Best pracitical solution for Agritech

Award at Smart Agrifood Summit

Winner of the

Interpoma Startup Award

Winner of the 

Best Newcomer in CEE 

at Global Startup Award

100+ customers | +20 countries | 4 continents

Achievements

Winner of the

Born Global Champion Award of 

Austrian Chamber of Commerce



Our technology

enabling accurate fruit analysis

Artificial intelligence

to maximize forecast accuracy

Machine learning

to realize precise measurement 
and user-friendliness

Computer vision



Problem

Fruit Growers

Not having the desired yield as planned. 

Realizing too late, that irrigation, fertilization or thinning was not ideal. 

Manual fruit counting and sizing too time consuming

Associations & Cooperatives

Not having control over their orchards.

Need to improve the information flow.

Not knowing the size-class-distribution and total production volume of 

their members



Current Solution

Inaccuracy on data collection based on who is taking the measurements 

Long process to bring data from the orchard to the computer

Non-digital solutions make it difficult for organizations to keep control

Manual measurements

Not available in many countries

Too expensive

Lack of flexibility - Service companies scan the orchards 1-2 times per season

Industrial solutions



Average diameter
Size class distribution
Daily growth rate

Fruit Sizing
Monitor fruit sizes and fruit growth

Average fruit count per Tree
Total estimated fruits

Fruit Counting
Count the fruits in your blocks

Predicted average diameter
Forecast size class distribution
Sizing & Counting information combined

Yield Estimation
Get reliable forecasts & Yield estimation

Fruit count and size class distribution per harvest bin
Optimize storage, packing, marketing and sales
Provide inventory data in real time

Harvest Bin Scan
Scan with just one picture

Included in all services

Mobile App & Web Management
Data Exports

Unlimited number of activities

Picture Gallery
Access for unlimited number of users

!New Feature!
Coming Soon

Services 
Select and combine services
as you need



Get going in 3 easy steps

Fill in simple information like the size, location 
and fruit variety of your block

Add your block

Take pictures of the fruits and trees using our 
easy-to-use app

Take pictures

Take informed decisions based on reliable data 
you get in real time

Get results



Fruit counting

L E A R N  M O R E



Take the guess work 
out of your harvest

Precise fruit counting 
by taking pictures

Fruit counting

Save hours compared to manual counting and get a precise fruit 

count for your orchard by taking pictures of the trees you want to 

count the fruits on.

Simply take pictures and get your  

orchard’s fruit count

Smart algorithm to calculate hidden fruits

Optimize storage, packing, marketing

and sales



Fruit sizing

L E A R N  M O R E



Measure fruit diameters 
and easily track growth
Adjust your on-field operations like thinning, watering etc. by 

monitoring the growth rate and size class distribution of the 

fruits in your orchard with an easy to use and smart digital tool

Fruit sizing

Measure fruit diameters using your 

smartphone or a Bluetooth caliber

Get fruit size- and class distribution

within seconds

Track the growth rate of your fruits and take

the right actions



Yield Estimation

L E A R N  M O R E



Precise yield
estimation weeks
before harvest

Yield estimation

Early yield estimation 
assists post-harvest 
procedures.

State-of-the-Art Algorithms

Predicted yield and size class distribution

Provide inventory data in real-time

Negotiate better prices and take the guesswork out from 

your planning by getting precise estimations about your yield 

weeks in advance. Our algorithm considers weather changes 

and adapts itself based on actual growth rates.



Harvest bin scan

L E A R N  M O R E



Scan your harvest bins 
with just one picture

Harvest bin scan 

Get reports tailored 
to make important 
storage and sales 
decisions

Get fruit count and fruit size class

distribution per harvest bin

Optimize storage, packing, marketing

and sales

Provide inventory data in real-time



Data Management

L E A R N  M O R E



All of your data is easily accessible 
in the app and on your computer

Share data with sales and logistics
to optimize the processes

Compare data, and make
conclusions about your yield

Overview of 
your data

Dashboard

After Pixofarm crunches the 
numbers, you get an 
understandable overview 
of your orchards 
performance and can share 
it with others.



Benefits

L E A R N  M O R E



Better decisions in the entire value chain

Get a better yield, save up to 80% time and resources by digitalizing your manual
processes and optimizing your thinning and watering processes.

On-field Operations

Negotiate a better price and be more confident about the quality of your produce by
getting accurate yield estimations weeks before harvest.

Marketing & Sales

Optimize picking management, ensure that the right number of bins and packaging
material is available on time and organize your shipments more efficiently.

Logistics

Get real-time inventory data before the fruits leave your orchard and improve your
sorting and storage procedures by knowing what is in each bin.

Sorting & Storage



Thank you
P I X O F A R M . C O M


